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 Details on Proposal 1B
 Remove the Working Reserve when calculating 
scenario GPVAD
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Year 30…Year 3+Year 2

Setting the Working Reserve to zero aligns the framework with a cash flow 
approach and prevents interim surplus deficiencies from driving reserves

Current approach: resembles a balance sheet roll-forward

Year 1

Revised approach: aligned with a cash flow approach
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Appendix A. Proposal 1B | Remove the Working Reserve when calculating scenario GPVAD

Offsetting unrealized hedge losses caused 
by short term market fluctuations
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GPVAD triggered by early 
unrealized hedge loss

Asset deficiency dominated by 
interim surplus deficiency
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 Details on Proposal 2A
 Align AG43 Standard Scenario calculations more 
closely to the stochastic CTE framework

B
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Details of revised AG 43 Standard Scenario calculation framework
Calculation components

Appendix B. Proposal 2A | Align AG43 Standard Scenario calculations more closely to the stochastic CTE framework

Current framework Revised framework Rationale for change

Standard Scenario 
Amount calculation

• Sum of three components:
– Basic Adjusted Reserve, 

calculated under AG 33
– GPV of Accumulated Net 

Revenue, discounted at locked-
in at-issue valuation rates

– Credit for hedges & reinsurance

• Calculated as Starting Assets + 
GPVAD, where:
– Starting Assets are the same as 

those in the stochastic runs
– GPVAD is calculated in the same 

manner as in the stochastic runs

• Alignment with stochastic framework allows 
more intuitive relationships with CTE amount

• Provides simpler interpretation and easier 
identification of the reason for Standard 
Scenario dominance

Reflection of assets 
currently held, 
excluding hedges

• Implicitly assumes each contract 
has a fully ALM-matched 
portfolio since issue

• Reflects assets currently available 
on the balance sheet

• Captures ALM risks within current portfolio, 
which is particularly important for older 
portfolios that have built up a sizeable general 
account book of assets

Reflection of 
reinvestment

• Not reflected • Reinvestment rates determined in 
the same manner as in stochastic 
runs and used as discount rates

• Captures reinvestment risks not captured 
under current framework

Reflection of hedging 
and reinsurance

• Currently-held hedges are run 
off over the first year, then 
liquidated

• Separate credit for approved 
hedges and reinsurance

• CDHS allowed to be modeled for 
the first projection year, but all 
hedges are liquidated at the end of 
first year

• Reinsurance is modeled identically 
as in the stochastic runs

• More realistic modeling encourages sound 
risk management

• Retention of the 1-year hedge liquidation 
motivated by desire for simplicity – i.e., for a 
“clean” unhedged run after the initial shock

Calculation basis • Seriatim – no grouping allowed • Seriatim – no grouping allowed • Maintains governance of grouping algorithms

Aggregation • No aggregation allowed –
seriatim Standard Scenario 
Amounts are summed directly to 
calculate portfolio-level result

• Aggregation allowed, but each 
policy’s PV of accumulated product 
cash flows is subject to a seriatim 
cap equal to [15%] of its starting AV

• Allows some diversification benefits within 
portfolio, but limited to prevent potential risk of 
Standard Scenario lapse assumptions being 
too low for highly profitable policies
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The revised Standard Scenario allows aggregation benefits, but applies a 
seriatim cap to the present value of accumulated product cash flows

Application of the seriatim cap on PV of accumulated product cash flows
PV discounted back to the Valuation Date

Seriatim cap

[15%] of policy account value 
on the Valuation Date

• The cap aims to prevent potential risk of 
prescribed lapse assumptions being too 
low for highly profitable policies

• The cap does not apply in cash flow 
projections, but only in aggregating across 
policies to limit diversification

• “Product cash flow” comprises:
– Base contract fees, rider fees, and 

fixed account margin; less
– Benefit claims

• To calculate the present value, product 
cash flows are discounted using the 
Standard Scenario reinvestment rate

• The cap is applied by reducing each 
period’s PV of accumulated assets by, for 
each policy, the difference between:
– Present value of accumulated product 

cash flows; and
– [15%] of the policy’s account value on 

the Valuation Date

Commentary
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At each time period, subtract from portfolio-
aggregate PV of accumulated assets the 
difference between the PV of accumulated 
product cash flows and the seriatim cap

Appendix B. Proposal 2A | Align AG43 Standard Scenario calculations more closely to the stochastic CTE framework
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Details of revised AG 43 Standard Scenario revenue recognition
Net revenue components

Current framework Revised framework Rationale for change

Base contract fees Up to 20 bps of account value Actual base contract fees • Allows for a more realistic projection of 
actual product cash flows that are 
contractually guaranteed

• Conservatism in revenue recognition is 
reflected via prescribed minimum 
maintenance expense assumptions

Death benefit rider 
fees

The greater of:
• 20 bps of account value
• Actual rider fees

Actual rider fees

Living benefit rider 
fees

The greater of:
• 20 bps of account value
• Actual rider fees

Actual rider fees

Revenue sharing Only contractually-guaranteed
revenue sharing is reflected

Identical to the stochastic run in 
current AG 43 – i.e., grade 100% of 
non-guaranteed revenue sharing 
down to 50% over 5 years

• Experience in recent years indicated that 
non-contractually guaranteed revenue 
sharing remained high even in portfolios that 
have entered into run-off

Maintenance 
expenses

None The greater of:
• Company’s own assumption
• [$100] per policy and [7] bps of AV 

p.a., with [2.0%] inflation

• Governs net revenue recognition while 
allowing a company to recognize fully 
contractually-guaranteed product cash flows

Fixed fund margin The sum above, plus an additional 
40 bps, after the surrender charge 
period

Reflect prescribed crediting practices 
– i.e., set crediting rate either:
• Per the company’s documented 

crediting practices; or
• As max(minimum guaranteed rate, 

GA earned rate − [200] bps)

• Reflects more realistic fixed account 
crediting practices observed across the 
industry and aligns with market paths defined 
for the Standard Scenario

After the Surrender Charge Amortization Period, can reflect 50% of the excess of all contract charges over these quantities

Appendix B. Proposal 2A | Align AG43 Standard Scenario calculations more closely to the stochastic CTE framework



 Details on Proposal 2C
 Specify a fuller set of risk factors informed by 
prevailing conditions and test multiple paths

C
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Details of revised AG 43 Standard Scenario market path specifications
First year of the projection

Current framework Revised framework Rationale for change

Equity returns -13.5% instantaneously, 
followed by 0% for 
remainder of year

Path 1: [-13.5%] linearly over first year
Path 2: follows projected forward rates
Path 3: 70.7% of the shock for Path 2

• Multiple paths ensure coverage of different 
portfolio risk profiles – e.g., some products have 
IR risk-mitigation features, such as UST-linked 
benefit roll-up rates

• A typical VA portfolio is most vulnerable to 
simultaneous equity and interest rate shock

• The 70.7% factor ( 2/2) in Path 3 assumes 
independence between interest rate and equity 
shocks

Interest rates No guidance Path 1: follow time-zero forward rates
Path 2: parallel downward shock equal to 
max([50] bps, [25%] of 10-year CMT), subject 
to same floor as in the stochastic scenarios
Path 3: 70.7% of the shock for Path 2

Bond returns 0% for full year [20%] of the equity shock − [6] × IR shock • Reflects a fund with duration [6] and credit 
losses equal to [20%] of equity stress

Balanced fund 
returns

-8.1% instantaneously, 
followed by 0% for 
remainder of year

Reflect actual equity and bond allocation of 
funds, and allow algorithmic rebalancing 
within volatility-control funds

• Reflects more realistic fund dynamics based on 
actual asset class allocations

Reinvestment At-issue valuation rate Follow forward rates after IR shock • Consistent with prevailing interest rates

Fixed account 
returns

Greater of minimum 
guaranteed rate or 4%

Follow documented crediting practices, or 
max(minimum guaranteed rate, general 
account earned rate − [200] bps)

• Reflects more realistic fixed account crediting 
practices observed across the industry

Implied and
realized volatility

No guidance Follow time-zero forward volatilities • Specifications needed for hedge liquidation 
values and volatility-linked product features

• Given initial equity shock occurs over a full year, 
forward volatility approach adopted for simplicity

FX rates No guidance Follow time-zero forwards for each currency • Needed to govern blocks with FX exposure

Appendix C. Proposal 2C | Specify a fuller set of risk factors informed by prevailing conditions and test multiple paths
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Details of revised AG 43 Standard Scenario market path specifications
Second year of the projection and thereafter

Current framework Revised framework Rationale for change

Equity returns 4.0% p.a. from years 2-5
5.5% p.a. thereafter

Follow forward rates after IR shock • Consistent returns across all asset classes 
simplify the framework

• Maintains conservative funding requirement for 
liabilities supported by riskier assets, and 
promotes interest rate risk management

• Non-reflection of asset spreads consistent with 
absence of hedge cost reflection after first year

• Given single-scenario nature of the projection, 
these paths should not be viewed as alignment 
of the framework to risk-neutral valuation

Interest rates No guidance Follow forward rates after IR shock

Bond returns 4.85% p.a. Follow forward rates after IR shock

Balanced fund 
returns

4.34% p.a. from year 2-5
5.24% p.a. thereafter

Follow forward rates after IR shock

Reinvestment At-issue valuation rate Follow forward rates after IR shock

Fixed account 
returns

Greater of minimum 
guaranteed rate or 4%

Follow documented crediting practices, or 
max(minimum guaranteed rate, general 
account earned rate − [200] bps)

• Reflects more realistic fixed account crediting 
practices observed across the industry

Implied and 
realized volatility

No guidance Follow time-zero forward volatilities • Specifications needed for volatility-linked 
product features

FX rates No guidance Follow forwards from Valuation Date for each 
currency

• Needed to govern blocks with FX exposure

Appendix C. Proposal 2C | Specify a fuller set of risk factors informed by prevailing conditions and test multiple paths
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Illustration of the revised AG 43 Standard Scenario market path
Construction of interest rates and equity returns for monthly time-steps

Month
1-mo. spot rate 

before IR shock
5-yr. spot rate 

before IR shock
1-mo. spot rate 
after IR shock

5-yr. spot rate 
after IR shock

Cumulative 
equity returns

0 0.26% 1.01% 0.26% 1.01% -

1 0.29% 1.03% 0.29% 0.98% -1.2%

2 0.34% 1.05% 0.31% 0.95% -2.4%

3 0.41% 1.07% 0.33% 0.92% -3.6%

4 0.51% 1.08% 0.35% 0.90% -4.7%

5 0.64% 1.10% 0.37% 0.87% -5.9%

6 0.78% 1.12% 0.40% 0.84% -7.0%

7 0.90% 1.13% 0.42% 0.81% -8.1%

8 0.99% 1.14% 0.44% 0.78% -9.2%

9 1.05% 1.15% 0.46% 0.76% -10.3%

10 1.07% 1.16% 0.49% 0.73% -11.4%

11 1.06% 1.16% 0.51% 0.70% -12.4%

12 1.03% 1.17% 0.53% 0.67% -13.5%

13 0.99% 1.18% 0.49% 0.68% -13.5%

14 0.94% 1.19% 0.44% 0.69% -13.4%[50] bps parallel shift in 
the forward curve over 

the full first year

[13.5%] linear decline 
in equities over the first 

full year

Equities follow the 
post-shock forward 
curve after year 1

Linear interpolation used 
to grade the Valuation 

Date interest rates to the 
post-shock interest rates

Projected interest rates and equity returns in the Standard Scenario
Path 3 – joint equity and interest rate shock; first 14 months of the scenario

Interest rates follow the 
post-shock forward 
curve after year 1

Appendix C. Proposal 2C | Specify a fuller set of risk factors informed by prevailing conditions and test multiple paths ILLUSTRATIVE



 Details on Proposal 2D
 Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior 
assumptions to align with industry experience
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Four principles guided the development of the revised Standard Scenario 
behavior assumptions

Principle Recommended actions

1 Informed by industry 
experience

• Incorporate aggregate industry experience collected to-date in the assumption calibration process

• Require triennial actuarial review of prescribed behavior assumptions as further experience emerges

2 Prudence margins 
aligned with degree of 
uncertainty

• Align prudence margins with certainty of assumption vis-à-vis experience data – i.e. higher prudence 
margin for behavioral attributes with less expected certainty, and vice versa

• Define “certainty” more broadly than experience data credibility to include unknown influences – e.g., 
regulatory developments, capital markets conditions, competitor product environment

3 Support for 
monitoring

• Structure and calibrate behavior assumptions in a manner that enables monitoring of assumptions in 
periods between the triennial actuarial reviews

4 Parsimony • Establish tolerance bands for variations around industry experience in order to preserve relative 
simplicity of assumption structure and parameterization

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience
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Summary of Standard Scenario behavior assumptions
Current AG 43 Standard Scenario

Summary of current AG43 Standard Scenario behavior assumptions

Rider type Sub-type Partial withdrawal Full surrender Annuitization Mortality

Standalone GMDB Rollup • None • 5% during CDSC period
• 10% thereafter

• None • 70% of 1994 MGDB 
through age 85,
increasing by 1% p.a. 
to 100% at age 115

Non-rollup

GMAB All • In-CDSC period:
– OTM: 5%
– ITM: 2%

• After CDSC period:
– OTM: 10%
– 0-10% ITM: 2%
– Over 10% ITM: 0%

Traditional GMIB Rollup • In-CDSC:
– OTM: 5%
– ITM: 3%

• After CDSC:
– OTM: 10%
– 0-10% ITM: 7%
– 10-20% ITM: 5%
– Over 20% ITM: 2%

• 0-10% ITM: 5%
• 10-20% ITM: 15%
• Over 20% ITM: 25%
• Last exercise date: 100%

Non-rollup

Hybrid, or “dollar-
for-dollar” GMIB

All

Non-lifetime GMWB All • Withdraw at earliest 
possible time

• 100% of guaranteed max 
after age 60

• 75% of max from 50-59, 
and 50% before 50

• None

Lifetime GMWB All

Note: ITM is calculated as the ratio between Current Value – a present value estimate of future benefit outflows – and account value, less 100%.

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience
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Summary of Standard Scenario behavior assumptions
Revised AG 43 Standard Scenario

Summary of revised AG43 Standard Scenario behavior assumptions

Rider type Sub-type Partial withdrawal Full surrender Annuitization Mortality

Standalone GMDB Rollup • [1.5%] of DB base p.a. • [100%] of Standard ITM 
Table for Full Surrenders

• None • 2012 IAM Basic
• Projection Scale G2; 

no improvement capNon-rollup • [3.0%] of DB base p.a.

GMAB All • [2.0%] of AB base p.a. • [75%] of Standard ITM 
Table for Full Surrenders

Traditional GMIB Rollup • [1.0%] of IB base p.a. • [100%] of Standard ITM 
Table for Full Surrenders

• Follows Standard ITM 
Table for Annuitizations

Non-rollup • [2.0%] of IB base p.a.

Hybrid, or “dollar-
for-dollar” GMIB

All • Cumulative withdrawal 
rates developed using 
GAPV-based method

• [90%] of guaranteed max 
after withdrawals begin

• [100%] guaranteed max 
after account depletion

• [100%] of Standard ITM 
Table if not withdrawing

• [75%] of Standard ITM 
Table after withdrawing, 
subject to a 1.0% floor

• Follows Standard ITM 
Table when the GMIB is 
more valuable than a 
comparable GMWB

Non-lifetime GMWB All • None

Lifetime GMWB All

Standard ITM Table
For Full Surrenders and 
Annuitizations

• N/A • First year post-CDSC:
– Min. when ITM: [2%]
– Max. when OTM: [30%]

• Subsequent years:
– Min. when ITM: [1%]
– Max. when OTM: [15%]

• In CDSC period: [2%]

• First year eligible:
– Min. when ITM: [5%]
– Max. when ITM: [25%]

• Subsequent years:
– Min. when ITM: [2.5%]
– Max. when ITM: [12.5%]

• Last exercise date: [30%]

• N/A

Discussed in greater detail on subsequent pages

Note: ITM under the revised assumptions is calculated differently from the current AG43 Standard Scenario and depends on the product – see subsequent pages for specifications.

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience
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The revised Standard Scenario behavior assumptions continue to rely on the 
GAPV – which is a modified Current Value calculation

Assumption used Current Value defined in AG43 Revised GAPV calculation

Mortality • 70% of 1994 MGDB through age 85, increasing by 
1% each year until age 115

• Annuity 2000 for life contingent payments

• 2012 IAM Basic, improved to Valuation Date but –
for simplicity – not further into the projection

Discount rate • At-issue SVL valuation rate • 10-year CMT rate on the Valuation Date

Account value returns • No guidance • Used only to determine account depletion timing
• 0% [after all fees] for simplicity

Benefit base growth • Reflect contractually-guaranteed growth in the benefit base – e.g., roll-ups

Benefit exercise behavior • If exercisable immediately: immediate or continued exercise of benefit
• If not exercisable immediately: exercise at earliest possible future projection interval

Other behavior guidance • No guidance • Once a GMWB is exercised, assume continued 
withdrawals at [100%] of guaranteed maximum

• For a GMDB that terminates at a certain age, 
calculate the GAPV as if it does not terminate

• GAPV is actuarial present value of cash flows associated with a guarantee – including a GMDB – and intended to be a moderate 
modification of the Current Value calculation in the existing AG 43 Standard Scenario calculation

• We view the GAPV as a convenient – though simplified – measure of benefit richness that adequately encompasses a wide range of 
product features, which is necessary given the diversity of products in industry

• The actuarial present value calculation accounts for the full cash flow stream derived from the guarantee – including the portion paid out 
of the policy’s account value – using the assumptions below:

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience
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• Proposed assumptions for benefits that have flexible exercise options often make use of the “Max GAPV”

• The Max GAPV is defined as the maximum GAPV, in present value terms, attainable via the range of 
possible exercise options – e.g.,
– For a GMWB: the maximum GAPV attained across different withdrawal delays
– For a GMIB: the maximum GAPV attained across different annuitization dates

• To calculate the Max GAPV, companies should follow a two-step process:
– Calculate the full set of possible GAPV values, with each corresponding to a different exercise option, 

as of the date of exercise, assuming no withdrawals prior to exercise
– Discount all GAPV values back to the current projection time-step – e.g., the GAPV of an exercise in 10 

years should be discounted over 10 years and expressed in present time-step values

• When discounting GAPV values corresponding to future exercises, companies should reflect expected 
decrements from mortality, but for simplicity, do not need to reflect in-projection mortality improvement

Certain assumptions require calculating “Max GAPV”, which represents the 
maximum GAPV attainable via the range of possible exercise dates 

1

2

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience



 Partial withdrawal assumption
 GMWBs and hybrid GMIBs

D
Part I

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience
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Our proposed withdrawal delay assumption uses a cohort-based approach 
that distinguishes between policies with different withdrawal status

Summary of proposed Standard Scenario behavior assumptions

Did the policyholder withdraw in the previous policy year?

Did the policyholder take an excess 
withdrawal in previous policy year?

Non-conforming withdrawers and non-withdrawers

• Use an issue age-based cumulative withdrawal curve 
– See next few pages for construction technique
– The curve should be discretized into [bi-annual] 

withdrawal cohorts, as illustrated below:

• Model the overall contract cash flows as a weighted 
average of the cash flows from the closest [10] cohorts

Conforming withdrawers

• Withdraw [90%] of maximum guaranteed withdrawal 
amount per year until account depletion, then 100% 
thereafter

Yes No

Yes

No
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Cumulative curve
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Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience – I. Partial withdrawal assumption
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% of policyholders withdrawing

Years since policy issue

At-issue: 5-15% of policyholders begin to 
withdraw in the first policy year after contract 
issue, thereby forgoing benefit growth

Retirement ages: attained ages between 60-70; 
policyholders begin to initiate income election at a 
steady rate of ~5% each year

Required Minimum Distribution (“RMD”): 
qualified policies begin withdrawing at a high rate 
to meet RMD requirements; in the first year, new 
firs-time withdrawal rates can reach 50%

Roll-up termination: VA writers expect to see a 
sharp increase in withdrawals; however, credible 
experience is just beginning to emerge in 2016

Old ages: few policyholders initiate withdrawals 
during this stage of the policy lifespan, though 
experience data are sparse across the industry

At-issue 10 years post-issue

Illustration of withdrawal decisions across policy lifespan

1

2

3

4

5

Age 70½ 

At issue1

Retirement ages 2

Required Minimum Distribution 3

Roll-up termination 4

Old ages5

Region of poor data: experience data lacking or entirely 
absent for high attained ages and later policy years

For non-withdrawers, the withdrawal delay assumption should capture five 
distinct phases of initial withdrawal behavior in a GMWB policy’s lifespan

Illustrative

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience – I. Partial withdrawal assumption
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Variable Findings

Policyholder 
attained age

• Policyholders most likely to commence withdrawals in ramp-up period near retirement ages – i.e., 60-75, 
while older policyholders who have not begun withdrawing start withdrawals at lower annual rates

Tax status • At attained age 70½, a significant portion of tax qualified policyholders who have not yet begun 
withdrawing take their first withdrawal

Roll-up rate • Policies with higher roll-up rates tend to defer the initial withdrawal for longer

Roll-up term • Policies with longer roll-up terms – or indefinite roll-ups – tend to defer the initial withdrawal for longer

Age-banded 
payout rates

• Payout rate increases mildly elevate initial withdrawal rates at the affected ages, though different 
sensitivities – which are generally low – have been observed for different products

Policy year • Outside product feature changes – e.g., termination of deferral bonuses, policy year has a minimal effect 
on withdrawal deferral behavior

Moneyness • Living benefit in-the-moneyness does not affect withdrawal deferral behavior

Major explanatory variables for withdrawal delay behavior Strong relationship Moderate relationship

The withdrawal delay assumption should also account for product features 
and other major explanatory variables commonly observed in experience

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our proposed assumption accounts for the attained age and tax status effects via explicit parameters, while 
reflecting product feature-related drivers through the GAPV profile across different withdrawal delays

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience – I. Partial withdrawal assumption
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• For each policy, calculate the discounted and decremented GAPV as of the issue year for each potential 
attained age of initiating withdrawals up to age 120 assuming a fixed 10-year CMT of 3.0%

• Each GAPV calculated should account for all benefit logic – including rollups and one-time bonuses, 
changes in withdrawal rate, presence of a lifetime guarantee, and presence of an embedded GMDB

• Apply the following adjustments to the GAPV profile obtained in Step 1:
– Raise each GAPV calculated to the [second] power
– Reduce the GAPV[2] values calculated for all attained ages below 60 by [50%]

• Apply a multiplier to all of the adjusted GAPV[2] values such that the sum of these GAPV[2] values is [80%] 
for non-qualified policies and [95%] for qualified policies

• Construct the initial cumulative withdrawal curve as the sequential sum of the normalized GAPV[2] values

• At the following ages, increase the cumulative withdrawal rate in the initial curve by [50%] × (the portion 
of policies not yet projected to begin withdrawing, less [20%] (non-qualified) or [5%] (qualified))
– For policies with rollups or bonuses, immediately after either the rollup or bonus termination –

whichever one gives rise to the higher GAPV
– For all qualified policies, at attained age 70½

• Scale the remainder of the cumulative withdrawal curve such that the cumulative withdrawal rate remains 
constant at [80%] for non-qualified policies and [95%] for qualified policies

Adjust curve for 
deferral bonus 

termination and 
RMDs

Transform and 
normalize GAPV to 
construct the initial 

cumulative 
withdrawal curve

Calculate GAPV for 
each year of 

starting 
withdrawals

To produce the cumulative withdrawal curve used for cohort construction, we 
propose a three-step process using the GAPV profile across different years

1

2

3

Proposed steps undertaken to construct the cumulative withdrawal curve

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience – I. Partial withdrawal assumption
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Calculate the GAPV for each year of starting withdrawals
For an illustrative lifetime GMWB policy

1

Sample policy

Issue age: 58

Tax status: non-qualified

Rollup rate: 6% compounded

Rollup term: 10 years

One-time bonus: 200% if no 
withdrawal before age 70

Payout rates:

55-59 3.0%

60-64 4.0%

65-69 5.0%

70-74 6.0%

75-79 7.0%

80+ 8.0%
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Age of first withdrawal

Annual income available
APV of annual income
Decremented & discounted GAPV

GAPV profile calculated for the sample policy

Annual income available Payout	rate	 t Benefit	base	 t

APV of annual income Annual	income Annuity	factor

Decremented & discounted GAPV APV	annual	income Survivorship Df

Decrement and discount 
back to Valuation Date
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Transform and normalize GAPV for initial cumulative withdrawal curve
For an illustrative lifetime GMWB policy
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Normalize and take sequential sum

Sample policy

Raising GAPV to [second] 
power to calculate GAPV[2]

Reducing GAPV[2] by [50%] pre-60

Issue age: 58

Tax status: non-qualified

Rollup rate: 6% compounded

Rollup term: 10 years

One-time bonus: 200% if no 
withdrawal before age 70

Payout rates:

55-59 3.0%

60-64 4.0%

65-69 5.0%

70-74 6.0%

75-79 7.0%

80+ 8.0%
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Adjust initial curve for deferral bonus termination and RMDs
For an illustrative lifetime GMWB policy

3

Projected cumulative withdrawal rates for the sample policy
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Final withdrawal cohorts

Sample policy

Calculated as [50%] × ([80%] − Initial 
cumulative withdrawal rate)

Scaled to retain [80%] 
cumulative withdrawal rate

Issue age: 58

Tax status: non-qualified

Rollup rate: 6% compounded

Rollup term: 10 years

One-time bonus: 200% if no 
withdrawal before age 70

Payout rates:

55-59 3.0%

60-64 4.0%

65-69 5.0%

70-74 6.0%

75-79 7.0%

80+ 8.0%
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Once the cohorts have been established, they may be reused at future 
valuation dates simply by scaling and without need for reconstruction

Projected cumulative withdrawal rates for the sample policy

• The cumulative withdrawal curve and 
resultant cohorts are based on issue age

• The discount rate used for GAPV is fixed

• Hence, for each set of policies with same 
issue age, rider, and tax status, cohorts 
only need to be determined once at issue

• At subsequent valuation dates, if a policy 
begins conforming withdrawals, it is 
modeled to continue withdrawing

• For policies that remain non-withdrawing:
– Cohorts with ages younger than the 

current attained age are discarded
– Remaining cohorts are scaled back up 

to 100% and applied

• For instance, for our sample policy with 
issue age 58, at age 64 the remaining 
cohorts should be rescaled as:

′

Where F(x)	is the cumulative withdrawal 
rate at age x

Commentary

Current attained age on the Valuation Date

Remaining cohorts, re-scaled back to 100%Discarded 
cohorts
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 Full surrender assumption
 All guarantees

D
Part II
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Variable Findings

Policy year • Lapse rates during the surrender charge period are low but rise gradually as surrender charges diminish

• Lapse rates spike modestly in the first one to two years after the surrender charge period

• Declining lapse rates after the shock lapse period indicate a “survival bias”, where – all else equal –
surviving policies lapse at a lower rate

Moneyness • In-the-money policies tend to lapse at lower rates in all periods, though the level of moneyness has 
diminishing explanatory power beyond a certain point

Withdrawal 
behavior

• Highly explanatory for GMWB and hybrid GMIB lapse behavior

• Persistent withdrawers, particularly those who have enrolled in a systematic withdrawal program, show  
decidedly lower lapse propensities than do policyholders who have paused withdrawals

• Excess withdrawals signal significantly heightened likelihood of lapsing in the following one to two years

GMDB type • Non-GLB policies with rollup GMDBs lapse at lower rates than do those with non-rollup GMDBs, even for 
a similar statement-view of ITM – i.e., benefit base / account value

• GLB policies that have generous GMDB riders – i.e., rollup GMDBs – exhibit lower lapse rates than do 
policies with non-rollup GMDBs

Major explanatory variables for lapse behavior

The lapse assumption should account for explanatory variables commonly 
observed in experience – e.g., policy year, ITM, withdrawal behavior

1

2

3

4

Strong relationship Moderate relationship
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Surrender rate (%)

Surrender rates across guarantee in-the-moneyness

Lapse rates react sharply to changes in economic incentive for reinvestment 
in an alternative product, though experience data is sparse in select regions

Better alternatives: cash value exceeds the value of the 
guarantee and good alternative investments exist; 
policyholder has an economic incentive to surrender and 
reinvest the cash value in a different product

Equilibrium point: a policy can obtain a similar 
guaranteed income stream by surrendering and investing 
proceeds into an alternative product

Cliff decline: guarantees become more in-the-money and 
advisors find it increasingly harder to make the case that 
surrendering and reinvesting in an alternative product is 
economically favorable for the policyholder

Corridor of insensitivity: surrender rates exhibit 
markedly lower sensitivity to further increases in 
guarantee moneyness after a certain point

Ultimate lapse rates: when the guarantee is deeply in-
the-money, surrenders are almost exclusively driven by 
clients’ need for immediate liquidity

1
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4

Not a conforming withdrawer
Conforming withdrawer

Guarantee moneyness “In-the-
money”

“Out-of-the-
money”

5

1
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4
5

Better alternatives

Equilibrium point

Cliff decline

Corridor of insensitivity
Ultimate lapses

Regions of poor data: experience data lacking or entirely absent
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The revised surrender assumption follows a standardized ITM-based lookup 
table, with different multipliers applied depending on the rider type

Assumption component Standalone GMDBs GMABs Traditional GMIBs GMWBs & hybrid GMIBs

Multiplier applied to 
Standard ITM Table

[100%] [75%] [100%] [100%] for non-withdrawers
[75%] for withdrawers2

Other specifications None [50%] lapse after maturity, 
then follow GMDB lapse

Follow GMDB lapse if predicted GMDB lapse is lower 
(e.g., if GMDB is materially more in-the-money)

Standard ITM Table for Full Surrenders

ITM
CDSC & yrs. 

1-3 for C-Shr.
First year 

post-CDSC
Subsequent

years1

Under 50% [2.0%] [30.0%] [15.0%]

50-75% [2.0%] [18.0%] [9.0%]

75-100% [2.0%] [12.0%] [6.0%]

100-125% [2.0%] [8.0%] [4.0%]

125-150% [2.0%] [6.0%] [3.0%]

150-175% [2.0%] [4.0%] [2.0%]

175-200% [2.0%] [3.0%] [1.5%]

Over 200% [2.0%] [2.0%] [1.0%]

0%
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30%
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ps
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te First year post-CDSC
Subsequent years

1. Includes policy year 4 and subsequent policy years for C-Share policies.
2. Subject to a [1.0%] lapse floor.
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The ITM definition differs by rider type and relies on the GAPV calculation 
while considering the range of possible benefit exercise times

Rider type ITM definition Notes

Standalone GMDB 75% GMDB	GAPV
AV

• GMDB GAPV should be calculated as the actuarial present value 
of future benefit payments – and not the current GMDB base

• For GMDBs that terminate at a certain age or policy year, calculate 
the GAPV as if the GMDB does not terminate

GMAB 150% GMAB	GAPV
AV

• The [150%] multiplier is applied to increase the dynamic sensitivity 
of the lapse assumption for GMABs while using same lookup table

Traditional GMIB 100% Max	GMIB	GAPV
AV

• Max GMIB GAPV should consider the GAPV corresponding to all 
possible annuitization times (assuming annual time-steps)

Hybrid GMIB 100%

max
Max	GMIB	GAPV

AV ,
Max	GMWB	GAPV

AV

• Hybrid GMIB ITM is the larger of two separately-calculated ITM:
– Calculated as if the hybrid GMIB were a traditional GMIB
– Calculated as if the hybrid GMIB were a comparable GMWB, 

with the same rollup rate and maximum withdrawal amount 
equal to the dollar-for-dollar withdrawal limit of the GMIB

GMWB 100% Max	GMWB	GAPV
AV

• Max GMWB GAPV should consider the GAPV corresponding to all 
possible withdrawal delays (assuming annual time-steps)

ITM definitions used in the surrender assumption

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience – II. Full surrender assumption



 Annuitization assumption
 Traditional and hybrid GMIBs

D
Part III
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The revised annuitization assumption follows an ITM-based lookup table; 
hybrid GMIBs use the same table if the GMIB GAPV is sufficiently high

Assumption component Traditional GMIBs Hybrid GMIBs

Before account depletion and 
the last exercisable date

Follows the Standard ITM Table for Annuitization Follows the Standard ITM Table for Annuitization if 
IB GAPV exceeds the Max GAPV for a comparable 
GMWB – i.e., same rollup, payout rates

Upon account depletion 100% regardless of whether the policy has a no-lapse guarantee

At the last exercisable date [30%] if IB GAPV exceeds both the account value and the GAPV of all other guarantees – e.g., GMDBs, 
a comparable GMWB with the same rollup and payout rates (for a hybrid GMIB)

Standard ITM Table for Annuitization

ITM First year eligible Subsequent years

0-100% [0.0%] [0.0%]

100-125% [5.0%] [2.5%]

125-150% [10.0%] [5.0%]

150-175% [15.0%] [7.5%]

175-200% [20.0%] [10.0%]

Over 200% [25.0%] [12.5%]
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Note: the ITM used in this table is calculated as GAPV / AV, assuming only immediate exercise of the GMIB (and not the Max GAPV)
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Additional behavior assumptions specifications

Assumption Specification

Asset transfer • Reflect DCA, automatic rebalancing if enrolled, and other contractual re-allocations – e.g., capital 
preservation-based asset transfer algorithms

• Assume no other voluntary asset reallocation

Nursing home riders • [No guidance]

Presence of multiple 
embedded guarantees

• For living benefit riders that have features of multiple types of products – e.g., GMWBs with embedded 
GMABs, or GMWBs with both lifetime and non-lifetime withdrawal options:
– Conduct the Standard Scenario calculations as if the policy were multiple valuation cells, each with 

one type of guaranteed benefit
– Retain the valuation cell that generates the lowest accumulated net revenue at the end of the 

projection timeframe and discard the remaining valuation cells

• For policies with both a living benefit and a death benefit – including a death benefit embedded within a 
living benefit, follow the assumptions corresponding to the living benefit

Account depletion for non-
GMWBs

• For standalone GMDBs and GMABs, assume contractual features that terminate the guarantee upon 
account depletion to be voided such that the policy remains in-force until death or maturity

• For GMIBs, assume 100% annuitization at the point of account depletion, regardless of whether the 
policy has a “no-lapse guarantee”

Appendix D. Proposal 2D | Refresh prescribed policyholder behavior assumptions to align with industry experience
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Lastly, three enhanced disclosure requirements for the Standard Scenario 
support the governance of policyholder behavior assumptions

Disclosure requirement Frequency Description

Standard Scenario Amount impact
using company prudent estimate 
assumptions

Annual • Re-conduct the Standard Scenario calculation with all prescribed parameters 
unchanged except policyholder behavior assumptions

• Compare resultant Standard Scenario Amount against that obtained using 
prescribed Standard Scenario assumptions

Cumulative decrement analysis with 
prescribed assumptions

Annual • Along the three Standard Scenario paths, project the cumulative decrement
pattern across the projection timeframe, distinguishing between the following 
types of decrements illustrated below:

Cumulative decrement analysis with 
company prudent estimate 
assumptions

Annual
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The revised C3 calculation framework aims to achieve three desirable 
properties with respect to funding and hedging

Appendix E. Proposal 3B | Calculate C3 as the difference between reserves and a tail CTE on the same distribution

Desirable property Description and rationale

1 Funding requirement is robust and  
sufficiently market-sensitive

• Ensure funding requirement is robust in light of portfolio risk characteristics, and that 
solvency metrics – e.g., RBC ratios – provide a meaningful picture of capitalization 
levels that would not be distorted by voluntary reserves

• Appropriate market-sensitivity in reserves reduces asset-liability accounting mismatch 
and encourage greater hedging

2 The C3 charge does not have non-
economic volatility across different 
market conditions

• Provide a more meaningful statutory capital ratio and avoid situations – prevalent in 
current C3 framework – where C3 is volatile but has little alignment with actual risks

• To prevent pro-cyclicality in capital requirements, most of the market-sensitivity in 
funding requirements for a well-hedged company should manifest through reserves –
thereby preserving a relatively stable C3 charge across market conditions

3 Increased levels of hedging – up to full 
hedging – reduces the magnitude of 
the C3 charge

• Reflect the expected benefit of hedging in reducing the severity of funding deficiencies 
in tail scenarios – i.e., those used for capital

• A perfectly-hedged company – i.e., on all risk factors with no ineffectiveness – should 
have negligible required capital for market risk
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To achieve these desirable properties, the revised C3 calculation framework 
uses a single set of calculations with simplified tax treatment

=C3 × 65% −−Pre-tax
CTE[98]

Statutory
Reserve × 35%−Statutory 

Reserve
Tax 

Reserve

Revised C3 charge calculation
Company Action Level

Simplified tax treatment; assumes that in a CTE [98] 
scenario, tax reserves rise quickly enough such that 
all interim income streams – e.g., from product cash 
flows and investments – are fully tax-deductible

+ Voluntary 
Reserve

Minimum 
Statutory 
Reserve

• Allows assets in excess of minimum reserves to be included in the projection
• Encourages better ALM and allows companies to benefit from assets originated in 

a higher yield environment – which may lower CTE [98]
• However, without providing ALM benefits, voluntary reserves can only offset C3 at 

the “exchange rate” of [4] to 1, which prevents thin required capital levels

Accounts for the difference between statutory 
and tax reserves as of the Valuation Date –
which would be expected to converge prior to 
reaching claims in the CTE [98] scenario

Capped at amount of non-admitted 
DTAs attributable to VA portfolioCTE 70

Std. Scenario

Appendix E. Proposal 3B | Calculate C3 as the difference between reserves and a tail CTE on the same distribution
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However, companies would be able to – with regulatory approval – project 
taxes explicitly in CTE [98] and calculate C3 using an revised formula

=C3 −After-tax
CTE[98]

Statutory
Reserve

Alternative C3 charge calculation
Company Action Level

+ Voluntary 
Reserve

• Companies may also elect to, on a 
best-efforts basis, project an after-tax 
CTE [98] to calculate C3, subject to 
regulatory approval

• The calculation may use the CSV as a 
proxy for the tax reserve, subject to 
the f factor-based Tax Adjustment in 
the existing C3 Phase II guidance

• However, all companies would need to 
disclose the C3 charge calculated 
based on the prior approach – i.e., pre-
tax CTE [98] and simplified tax effect

Commentary

Minimum 
Statutory 
Reserve

CTE 70

Std. Scenario

Appendix E. Proposal 3B | Calculate C3 as the difference between reserves and a tail CTE on the same distribution
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We believe that funding requirements should be calculated based on a 
market-informed “real-world” tail measure

Market-consistent Market-informed “real-world” tail Fixed “real-world” tail measure

Description • Fair value of all contract cash flows

• Theoretical price to hedge all market 
risk with no hedge ineffectiveness

• Assets required to defease liabilities 
in tail scenarios

• Scenario generator follows historical 
data, but updated regularly based 
on prevailing conditions

• Assets required to defease liabilities 
in tail scenarios

• Scenario generator follows historical 
data and does not change across 
reporting periods

Advantages • Ensures regulators can elect at any 
time to fully de-risk the portfolio

• Follows current statutory construct

• Reduces risk of being “incorrect” on 
scenario generation

• Aligns with current statutory construct

• Low impact on current funding and 
reduces liability pro-cyclicality

Limitations • Raises funding requirements

• Introduces pro-cyclicality in liabilities 
– though can be offset by hedging

• Departs substantially from current 
statutory framework

• Reliant on “correctness” of scenario 
generator – though risk is mitigated 
through regular updates

• Misaligned with conditions in which 
hedge assets are priced, but again 
mitigated through regular updates

• Reliant on “correctness” of scenario 
generator and risks under-funding if 
scenario generator is “incorrect”

• Misaligned with prevailing conditions 
in which hedge assets are priced

Market-consistent “Real-world”

1 2 3

Proposed revised framework

However, “real-world” scenarios reflect a subjective view of potential market outcomes – with normative 
parameters influencing the likelihood of adverse outcomes

Most similar to current framework

Appendix F. Proposal 5A | Harmonize interest rate and general account net investment income assumptions
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To this end, the revised framework prescribes the Academy’s Interest Rate 
Generator as the designated interest rate generator, similar to VM-20

Feature Description

1 Market-informed starting point • Scenario generator uses the prevailing yield curve as of the valuation date as the starting 
point of each scenario

2 Stochastic log volatility-based 
process that projects a short 
rate and a long rate

• The generator produces 20-year rates via a stochastic log volatility model – i.e., volatility 
used to create dispersion in interest rates across scenarios is itself a stochastic process

• A soft floor and soft cap are applied on the projected 20-year rate such that the rate before 
application of the random deviation does not fall below 1.15% or above 18%

• The generator also projects a stochastic slope term with negative correlation to the random 
term in the 20-year rate; the slope term is used to create the 1-year rate

• The yield curve is interpolated from the 1-year and 20-year rates, grading from the current 
yield curve to the interpolated yield curve over the course of one year

• A 1 bps hard floor is applied at all points in the term structure to prevent negative rates

3 Dynamically-calibrated mean 
reversion target

• Long-term interest rates, on average across scenarios, revert back to a target rate referred 
to as the Mean Reversion Point (“MRP”) over time

• However, there are no calibration criteria for the MRP in the current AG43 and C3 Phase II 
guidance, and a wide range of practices exist in industry today

• The Academy proposed a calculation for the MRP based on a weighted average of two 
historical moving average/median with different timeframes

• For VM-20, the NAIC adopted an alternative MRP formula similar to the Academy’s 
formula, but with greater weight applied to recent interest rates

Key features of the Academy’s Interest Rate Generator (“AIRG”)

Appendix F. Proposal 5A | Harmonize interest rate and general account net investment income assumptions
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The revised framework also uses the NAIC’s MRP formula to calculate the 
long-term mean interest rate for the AIRG, in alignment with VM-20

Evolution of the NAIC MRP
The NAIC’s MRP is meant to be rounded to the nearest 25 bps; these charts are before such rounding
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• 20% × 600-mo. median;
• 30% × 120-mo. average;
• 50% × 36-mo. average

NAIC MRP = the sum of:
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However, we recommend that the AIRG be modified moderately to allow 
negative rates and produce greater IR volatility in low rate conditions
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Interest rate scenario dispersion; 5th to 95th percentile
Generated from the AIRG with MRP = 3.75%

• Interest rate volatility within the current 
version of the AIRG is proportional to the 
interest rate level

• As a result, the AIRG may understate 
interest rate volatility when interest rates 
are low – e.g., today

• We recommend re-specifying the AIRG 
modestly to elevate interest rate volatility 
when interest rates are low

• A volatility floor may be a good way to 
achieve the desired interest rate volatility in 
low rate environments

• Additionally, with negative interest rates 
appearing in other global economies, we 
suggest lowering the current 1 bp interest 
rate floor to [-50] bps

Commentary

10 yrs. 20 yrs. 30 yrs. 50 yrs.

Historical realized vol. 81 91 98 110

Projected from AIRG 35 39 41 45

5th to 95th percentile 
of scenarios

Historical vs. projected interest rate volatility
10-year UST

Appendix F. Proposal 5A | Harmonize interest rate and general account net investment income assumptions
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General account net investment income assumptions are subject to the same 
set of asset modeling assumptions prescribed in VM-20

Gross spread Default cost ExpensesNet asset 
spread = − −

Asset modeling assumptions in VM-20

• Look up tabulated NAIC benchmark gross 
spreads over UST using the asset’s credit rating 
and weighted-average life (“WAL”)

• Model the impact on cash flows of embedded 
optionality – e.g., prepayment, extension, call put 
in a manner consistent with current AAT practice

• Use company’s own assumptions

• Calculated as the sum of:
– Baseline default: NAIC-prescribed, tabulated by rating and WAL
– Credit spread factor: proportional to the difference between 

NAIC’s current and long term benchmark spreads
– Maximum net spread adjustment : difference between the 

weighted-average net spread across the asset portfolio and the 
weighted-average net spread of a portfolio of index Baa bonds

• Option-adjusted spread (“OAS”) is used in the calculation for assets 
with embedded optionality – e.g., RMBSs, callable bonds

Appendix F. Proposal 5A | Harmonize interest rate and general account net investment income assumptions
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As previously discussed, we believe that funding requirements should be 
calculated based on a market-informed “real-world” tail measure

Market-consistent Market-informed “real-world” tail Fixed “real-world” tail measure

Description • Fair value of all contract cash flows

• Theoretical price to hedge all market 
risk with no hedge ineffectiveness

• Assets required to defease liabilities 
in tail scenarios

• Scenario generator follows historical 
data, but updated regularly based 
on prevailing conditions

• Assets required to defease liabilities 
in tail scenarios

• Scenario generator follows historical 
data and does not change across 
reporting periods

Advantages • Ensures regulators can elect at any 
time to fully de-risk the portfolio

• Follows current statutory construct

• Reduces risk of being “incorrect” on 
scenario generation

• Aligns with current statutory construct

• Low impact on current funding and 
reduces liability pro-cyclicality

Limitations • Raises funding requirements

• Introduces pro-cyclicality in liabilities 
– though can be offset by hedging

• Departs substantially from current 
statutory framework

• Reliant on “correctness” of scenario 
generator – though risk is mitigated 
through regular updates

• Misaligned with conditions in which 
hedge assets are priced, but again 
mitigated through regular updates

• Reliant on “correctness” of scenario 
generator and risks under-funding if 
scenario generator is “incorrect”

• Misaligned with prevailing conditions 
in which hedge assets are priced

Market-consistent “Real-world”

1 2 3

Proposed revised framework

However, “real-world” scenarios reflect a subjective view of potential market outcomes – with normative 
parameters influencing the likelihood of adverse outcomes

Most similar to current framework

Appendix G. Proposal 5B | Evaluate alternative calibration criteria for equities and other market risk factors
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Risk-free returns, 2Q 2016
Current equity calibration criteria

Persistently-low interest rates in recent years have created a lower “cost” to 
back guarantees with equities under current equity calibration criteria

Equity calibration criteria at the 5th percentile vs. risk-free returns
Cumulative returns

• In the chart on the left, we define “cost of 
equity risk” as the difference in cumulative 
returns between:
– The 5th percentile equity calibration 

criteria under current AG43 framework
– A risk-free asset

• Because the persistently-low interest rate 
environment, the “cost of equity risk” 10 
years from Valuation Date has declined 
considerably since 2006
– With 2006 interest rates: ~40%
– With 2016 interest rates: ~20%

• As a result, the funding requirement 
implications of holding equity vs. risk-free 
assets in the underlying funds have 
become more similar in recent years

Commentary

“Cost of equity 
risk” in 2006

“Cost of equity 
risk” in 2016

Appendix G. Proposal 5B | Evaluate alternative calibration criteria for equities and other market risk factors
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We support investigating updating the equity calibration criteria annually 
based on the change in long-term interest rate, per the NAIC’s MRP formula

Equity calibration criteria at the 5th percentile vs. risk-free returns
Cumulative returns

• Under the proposed approach, the equity 
calibration criteria R at each point would be 
updated via the following formula:

exp ΔMRP T

Where T is the number of years

• The proposed approach maintains the 
“cost of equity risk” over time – and is self-
adjusting as economic conditions change

• Short-term interest rate movements would 
have limited impact on equity calibration 
criteria, as MRP only moves meaningfully 
for sustained interest rate stress

• Hence, this mechanism would be relatively 
slow-moving and primarily intended to 
capture potential “regime shifts”

• A critical decision will be the “anchor MRP” 
used to link to current calibration criteria

Commentary
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Reflects 1.75% reduction 
in MRP from 2006 to 2016

“Cost of equity 
risk” in 2016

However, we note that this is a fundamental framework change with potentially large implications; hence, 
additional study and impact assessments are needed before this proposal is formally introduced

“Cost of equity 
risk” in 2006
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This report is for the exclusive use of the Oliver Wyman client named herein. This report is not intended for general circulation or 
publication, nor is it to be reproduced, quoted or distributed for any purpose without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman. 
There are no third party beneficiaries with respect to this report, and Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.

Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been 
independently verified, unless otherwise expressly indicated. Public information and industry and statistical data are from sources 
we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The 
findings contained in this report may contain predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such predictions are 
subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.

The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation 
is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.

All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations contained in this report are the sole
responsibility of the client. This report does not represent investment advice nor does it provide an opinion regarding the fairness 
of any transaction to any and all parties.
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